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Abstract
Typical perimeter-based intrusion detection systems do not provide the user with the necessary preventive protection
measures. In addition, many of the available solutions still need to improve their true-positive detection rates and reduce
the proportion of false-positive alarms. Therefore, internet service providers, utilising this type of device to defend their
assets and subscribers against malicious traffic, may be induced by them to make incorrect decisions. In this paper, we
propose a global intrusion detection system, based upon the BGP protocol that establishes a cooperative federation whose
members are distributed autonomous intrusion detection elements. These elements are able to propagate alarms of potential
threatening flows traversing their respective autonomous systems. We present the architecture for the described approach and
an analytical model based upon Dempster-Shafer’s combination rule, in order to evaluate specific performance metrics. The
results show significant improvements over the assessed metrics, highlighting the advantage of using the proposed solution
as a frontline to prevent cyberattacks.
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1 Introduction
The connectivity-based attribute on which the internet was
designed and constructed has also been one of the main
factors exploited by many cyberattackers [1]. Therefore,
considering the continuous growth observed in the internet connectivity, it is expected that cyberattacks will also
become more threatening and even more effective, particularly concerning internet service providers (ISPs), who are
attractive targets, utilised to spread attacks to their subscribers. Regarding this compromising scenario, ISPs are
indeed spending a lot of money on typical perimeter-based
intrusion detection systems (IDSs) to defend themselves
(and their clients) from cyberattacks threats [2]. Despite
the ability of such confined systems to identify malicious
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flows, they still face performance challenges to improve the
true-positive detection rate and to reduce the proportion of
false-positive alarms. Therefore, even having their detection
systems fully updated, ISPs are not safe against zero-day
attacks [3]. In order to prevent incoming cyberattacks, ISP
security teams often correlate information from several
sources, such as private warning systems, Cyber Emergency
Response Teams (CERT) [4] and internet forums. However,
this is also a very time-consuming task.
Even though internet design helps cyberattacks to reach
their targets wherever they are, the number of networks
traversed by a malicious flow can also be used to detect
them. As reported in [5], approximately 97% of Distributed
denial of service (DDoS) attacks come from external
autonomous systems (ASs). Therefore, assuming that each
of these ASs has its own IDS able to identify an anomalous
flow, the detection likelihood increases with the number of
IDSs along the attack path.
Based on what prior distributed intrusion detection
system (DIDS) approaches have lacked, we propose a
global intrusion detection system composed of autonomous
internet-distributed detection systems. In our approach,
federated intrusion detection elements cooperate with each
other by sending information about a potential dangerous
flow that traverses their respective ASs. The proposed DIDS
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architecture relies on the Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)
capabilities, so as to carry normalised warning messages
across internet routing domains. The purpose of which
would be in notifying a potential attack destination.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows:
Section 2 comments on the state-of-the-art in distributed
attacks detection systems. Sections 3 and 4 present background information concerning our approach. Section 5
outlines key elements that compose the proposed architecture. In Section 6, we present an analytic model to evaluate
the system performance combining intrusion information
provided by federated IDSs. Section 7 briefly describes how
some of the BGP capabilities, in accordance with RFCs [6]
and [7], can be used to advertise malicious traffic warnings. Conclusion and planned future work is presented in
Section 8.

2 Related works
The authors in [8] assess how the human immunisation
system (HIS) mechanism can be used to distinguish
normal from abnormal network activities. The analysis
proposed in [9] defines three design goals for an efficient
network-based IDS: being distributed, self-organising and
lightweight. Having a distributed architecture suggests that
a zero-day attack experienced by an IDS may no longer be
undetectable for other remote IDS. Self-organising means
that IDS agents can reconfigure themselves. Agents can
be added or removed from the system without noticeable
loss. Being lightweight means easy to deploy without
requiring a complex structure to operate. In other words,
lightweight platforms encourage attracting new agents.
According to [10], the larger the federation size, the better
the DIDS performs.
Although the distributed concept of DIDS has been
accepted as a potential solution to improve detection performance, network infrastructure to support its communication
requirements remains an issue. To overcome the availability problems resulting in a single central processing, Igbe
et al. [11] propose a fully distributed network intrusion
detection system (NIDS) approach where no central controller is needed. The detection system is based on an
adaptive artificial immune mechanism, whose classifying
method uses unsupervised machine learning to distinguish
normal (self) from the abnormal traffic (non-self). The
authors advocate that zero-day attacks can be detected
through interactions between distant IDSs.
Besides problems related to network infrastructure, collecting information from multiple heterogeneous sources
and combining them to derive more meaningful results has
been investigated in numerous works. While some works
propose building an entire communication architecture

among their agents [12–17], other approaches concern
improving detection performance by using different strategies for combining data from distributed agents [18–23].
There are various security database services assembled
with invasion data collected from volunteer agents scattered
over the internet. The technical report in [24] classifies some
of these services and compares them according to their
design, objective, sources of data, the ability to perform
anonymous uploads, and availability of attacker notification
and tracking tools. Although some of these services are free,
they do not offer specific analysis regarding threats to an
individual network.
The concept of distributing sensor elements and making
them cooperate with each other is not new. There are
several different approaches aiming to defend ISPs from
cyberattacks. Yet, even with a number of approaches,
an open global detection system still does not exist. In
our previous work [25], we suggest the complexity for
rapidly extending the federation and the heterogeneity of its
members are the main reasons for this lacking. In this paper,
we properly address these two issues to propose a feasible
security framework as a frontline to prevent cyberattacks.
Instead of facing heterogeneity as a problem, we take
advantage of BGP ubiquity and ASs autonomy to broaden
the detection surface and to improve its performance.

3 Intrusion detection systems—IDS
An intrusion is a kind of cyberattack where the attacker
tries to overcome security mechanisms in order to violate
the integrity, availability or confidentiality of network
services [26]. An IDS can identify and report intrusions
by monitoring traffic, inspecting and scanning packets for
suspicious data.
Regarding the source of auditing data, there are two different approaches, namely, network-based and host-based
detection. The host-based intrusion detection system
(HIDS) monitors suspicious activities directly on the operating system such as read/write attempts and network connection attempts. The network-based intrusion detection system
(NIDS) relies upon online network connection to inspect
all the elements attached to the same network. IDSs may
also be classified according to their detection methodology as statistical anomaly detection and signature-based
detection [27]. Whatever the approach or methodology, the
main drawback of any detection system is given by the
false-positives (FP) and false-negatives (FN) reports.
The DIDS concept has emerged as a solution to improve
detection performance and overcome problems related to
the monolithic architecture of traditional detection systems.
A DIDS can be defined as a group of network-distributed
IDSs that communicate with each other, or with a central
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Table 1 Flow attributes in
NRLI-type field defined at
RFC 5575

Type

Description

Type

Description

Type

Description

1
2
3
4

Destination prefix
Source prefix
IP protocol
Port

5
6
7
8

Destination port
Source port
ICMP type
ICMP code

9
10
11
12

TCP flags
Packet length
DSCP
Fragment

point, to extend network monitoring borders [28]. DIDS
architecture can be seen as part of the artificial immune
system (AIS) where several distributed autonomous systems
cooperate with each other to detect intrusions. The main
challenge of deploying a DIDS refers to the network
infrastructure to support its distributed arrangement.

distributed members forming as one detection federation.
The three pillars of our approach are as follows:
•
•
•

4 Dissemination of ﬂow speciﬁcation rules

Using the intrusion AS-path to increase its detection
likelihood.
Taking advantage of the federation’s autonomy to
extend the range of detection.
Normalizing heterogeneous warnings to make them
cooperate with each other.

The BGP flow-spec protocol is defined at RFC 5575 [6].
It allows BGP speakers to automatically filter a pre-defined
flow advertised to upstream neighbours via BGP. The prior
motivation of flow-spec is traffic filtering to prevent denial
of service (DoS) attacks. However, it can be used for a wide
variety of applications in which filtering information must
be dynamically distributed throughout a network.
The flow-spec protocol uses MP-BGP [7] interworking
capabilities to distribute traffic flow specifications through
a new BGP network layer reachability information (NLRI).
For each matched flow, RFC 5575 also defines a minimum
set of filtering actions so as to specify its related processing
at remote routers. The NRLI-type field comprises several
matching options, according to Table 1. A packet is
considered to match flow specification when it matches the
intersection of all the components present at the NRLI-type
field.

Our DIDS proposal meets these three pillars on (i) using
federated IDSs in the intrusion AS-path to increase the
likelihood of detecting a malicious flow. Once detecting
the intrusion, the IDS of the traversed AS advertises an
update message to the destination target to warn it about
a potential threat. Each autonomous system is capable of
deploying its own IDS according to its own traffic premises
(ii). The distributed location of the autonomous IDSs creates
a heterogeneous intrusion dataset from different agents,
geographically spread across the internet. We argue that the
more heterogeneous the elements, the better the chance of
detecting a potential intrusion, including a zero-day one.
Further, instead of triggering an immediate action for a
specific kind of attack, we propose let security teams at the
target AS assess the information inside the combined message
as well as its reliability (iii). The greater the number of
combinable messages, the more reliable is the combined
information. Figure 1 shows the proposed scenario.

5 Proposed architecture

6 Modeling and performance analysis

Inspired by the HIS, the proposed architecture creates a frontline to protect ISPs from cyberattacks by extending their
detection surface. Our detection approach relies on using
BGP to build a ubiquitous, lightweight and self-organised
communication platform to interconnect all geographically

Rather than improving the combination method of intrusion
messages as proposed in [18], we use Dempster-Shafer’s
combination rule to evaluate how performance metrics
behave in case of combining a number of intrusion warnings
from different IDS members at a destination target.

Fig. 1 One attacker from AS1
performing an attack against a
target in AS5. IDSs in ASs 2, 3
and 4 detect the anomalous flow
and advertise a BGP update to
warn AS5 about the threat
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to the conditional probability of being an intrusion, given
that IDSi has detected it.
PPVi 

Fig. 2 Parallel intrusion evidence being fused at the destination target
according to flow attribute

Table 2 T Pi is the number of intrusions correctly predicted as
intrusions by IDSi

Ui = 1
Ui = 0

I =1

I =0

T Pi
F Ni

F Pi
T Ni

F Ni refers to the number of intrusions incorrectly predicted as normal.
Normal traffic correctly predicted as normal is T Ni . F Pi is the number
of normal flows predicted as intrusive ones

(1)

Positive rate (PRi ) refers to the rate of intrusion alarms
(true or false) emitted by an IDSi . Similarly, we approximate the PRi definition to the conditional probability of
IDSi to emit a positive warning.
PRi 

Figure 2 outlines a schematic model composed by NF
weight-equivalent and mutually independent IDS members.
It also shows normal traffic and an intrusion flow passing
through a number NI (NI ≤ NF ) of IDSs towards
its destination. Each IDS in the path flow may or may
not detect this intrusion, according to its own detection
performance. An IDSi that detects such an intrusion
advertises a BGP update message related to the intrusion
flow. Once arriving at the destination, these ND (ND ≤ NI )
BGP messages are correlated and combined according to
their flow information.
Assuming I is a Bernoulli random variable which
indicates that an intrusion is taking place (I = 1) or not (I =
0) at a given instant of time, and Ui , for i = 1, 2, · · · , NF ,
be independent and identically distributed Bernoulli random
variables indicating the statement generated by the federated
IDSi (i.e. Ui = 1 if IDSi detects an attack or Ui = 0 if IDSi
otherwise), respectively. The probability of an intrusion
taking place is Pr(I = 1) = 1 − Pr(I = 0). Likewise, the
probability of a positive warning being generated by IDSi is
Pr(Ui = 1) = 1 − Pr(Ui = 0); for each i = 1, 2, · · · , NF .
The positive prediction value (PPVi ) and positive rate
(PRi ) represent performance metrics of IDSi , which can
be computed from its pre-evaluated confusion matrix, as
presented in Table 2.
Positive prediction value (PPVi ) of an IDSi defines
the fraction of data predicted as genuine intrusions.
For a sufficiently large and diversified dataset, we can
approximate the PPVi definition from the confusion matrix

T Pi
∼ Pr(I = 1|Ui = 1)
T Pi + F Pi

T Pi + F Pi
∼ Pr(Ui = 1)
T Pi + F Pi + T Ni + F Ni

(2)

In order to evaluate additional performance metrics of
our DIDS approach as a whole, we rely on Fig. 2, which
proposes a typical scenario where an intrusion traverses a
number NI of different IDSs towards its target. However,
although the intrusion flow traverses NI -independent IDSs,
it is supposed that just a number ND of them have detected
it and advertised a warning message.
True-positive rate (TPR) is a typical metric to infer about
performance detection of IDSs in general. It measures the
IDS sensitivity to detect real intrusions. Using the probabilistic term, we employ Bayes’ rule to infer about truepositive rate of our DIDS approach as a whole (TPRDIDS ).
TPRDIDS ∼ Pr(U = 1|I = 1) =

Pr(I = 1|U = 1) × Pr(U = 1)
Pr(I = 1)
(3)

where 0 ≤ Pr(I = 1) ≤ 1 is the prior probability that
normalizes Eq. 3 due to its mutually exclusive behaviour.
Pr(U = 1) can be thought of as the probability of at least
one of NI IDSs conveys a positive warning (2).
Pr(U = 1) = 1 −

NI


(1 − P Ri )

(4)

i=1

Pr(I = 1|U = 1) in the right side of Eq. 3 refers to the
P P V of throughout DIDS, which can be approximated to
the belief degree of having a real intrusion, given that just
ND combinable warnings are received at the destination.
Dempster-Shafer’s theory [29] has been used to model
uncertainty, particularly in diagnostic domains for decisions. In our case, a number of federated IDSs that detect an
intrusion play a role of multiple sources of evidence, whose
warnings shall be fused at the destination.
Our exhaustive and mutually exclusive frame of discernment from the sources of evidence  = {I = 1|U, I =
0|U } is composed by only two elements representing the
existence or not of an intrusion, given that a number ND
(ND ≤ NI ≤ NF ) of federated IDSs have detected it. The
set of all hypothesis subsets of  is named as the power-set
of  and is denoted by 2 = {{I = 1|U }, {I = 0|U }, {I =
1|U } ∪ {I = 0|U }, {∅}}.
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The belief mass mi (I |U ) represents the part of belief
from I DSi that supports the intrusion hypothesis in subset
As = {{I = 1|U } ∩ {{I = 1|U } ∪ {I = 0|U }}.
Thus, mC (I = 1|U ) is the combined belief mass of ND
independent sources of evidence.


∩As =(I =1|U )
1≤i≤ND mi (As )
mC (I = 1|U ) =
where
1−K
 
mi (As )
(5)
K =
∩As =∅ 1≤i≤ND

K evaluates the amount of conflict among the evidence.
As proposed in [18], we adopt the same binomial mapping framework of Jøsang [30] to convert combinable alarms
to their respective belief masses mi (I = 1|U ).
mi (I = 1|U ) =

T Pi
∼ PPVi
T Pi + F Pi + 2

(6)

For a sufficiently large and diversified dataset, we
suppose T Pi + F Pi  2. Thus, the belief mass mi (I =
1|U ) of each advertised message Ui (for i = 1, 2, · · · , ND )
that arrives at the destination is represented by the PPVi ,
previously defined in Eq. 1.
As the ND intrusion messages to be fused do not conflict
with each other (K = 0), positive prediction value of DIDS
Fig. 3 Average positive rate
(PRav ) and the number of
involved IDS (NI ) have been
fixed in 0.446 and 10
respectively [31]

platform as a whole (PPVDIDS ) can be evaluated by using
Eqs. 5 and 6.
PPVDIDS = mC (I = 1|U ) = 1 −

ND


(1 − PPVi )

(7)

i=1

Taking average values for the performance metrics of all
NF -federated IDS as PPVav and PRav , we use Eqs. 7 and 4
to rewrite Eq. 3; and thereby evaluating the true-positive rate
lower bound of our DIDS approach as a whole.



TPRDIDS ≥ 1 − (1 − PPVav )ND 1 − (1 − PRav )NI (8)
False-negative rate infers about the fraction of false
warnings generated by our DIDS platform (FNRDIDS =
1 − TPRDIDS ).



FNRDIDS ≤ 1 − 1 − (1 − PPVav )ND 1 − (1 − PRav )NI
(9)
False-positive rate (FPRDIDS ) measures the proportion
of normal flows that are incorrectly warned as intrusions.
FPRDIDS can be evaluated from the disbelief in all ND
combinable warnings received at the destination and the
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Fig. 4 Network topology
comprising 4 border routers,
with each router in its respective
AS, emulating a coordinated
ICMP attack against PC5 from
PC1, PC2 and PC3

(a)

GNS3 view

probability of one of NI IDS member sends a warning (true
or false).


FPRDIDS ≤ (1 − PPVav )ND 1 − (1 − PRav )NI

(b)

Wireshark logs collected at router 5

interval as well as their BGP AS-path, may also be used to
evaluate the threat severity according to the risk premises of
each security team.

(10)

The true-negative rate (TNRDIDS ) measures how specific
the DIDS is by not warning in case of normal traffic. It is
the proportion of normal traffic that is not warned as an
intrusion. (TNRDIDS = 1 − FPRDIDS ).


TNRDIDS ≥ 1 − (1 − PPVav )ND 1 − (1 − PRav )NI (11)
Figure 3 shows how these performance metrics behave
varying both PPVav and the number of combinable warnings
received at the destination.

7 Emulation results
In order to test the RFC 5575 capabilities and to analyse the
format of the extended BGP update messages received at the
destination, we have developed an emulation model whose
topology is depicted in Fig. 4a.
The model uses GNS3 [32] installed on Ubuntu 16.04
to emulate a test scenario with 5 virtual routers running
Junos 12.1 [33]. After configuring flow advertisements on
router R1, R2, and R3, we capture BGP update messages
at the WAN interface of router 5. These three messages
can be correlated according to their destination address
(55.1.0.2/32). Wireshark logs in Fig. 4b summarize the
NLRI field of the three BGP update messages.
Emulation results show the feasibility of using BGP
as the communication platform to disseminate warning
messages among federated ASs, preserving their autonomy
to process information. BGP messages can also be easily
monitored and combined at any federated AS using preexisting resources. The number of combinable messages
received at the destination target, their inter-arrival time

8 Conclusion and future works
The DIDS concept has emerged as a promising response to a
number of issues involving architecture and performance of
detection systems. However, despite a large number of proposed approaches, the DIDS evolution has not held. Issues
related to network infrastructure and the complexity in processing heterogeneous information might have contributed
for to the latter hypothesis. Leveraging BGP ubiquity opens
further insights into building a security frontline against
cyberattacks. Processing normalized information instead of
classification details, mitigates the heterogeneity problem
but still keeps useful data to take effective protective decisions.
The proposed analytical model combining the evidence
theory with Bayes’ rule in Section 6 shows significant
improvements with respect to the typical detection performance metrics like true-positive rate and others.
The emulation results presented in Section 7 have
demonstrated how BGP capabilities perform to advertise
intrusion warnings as well as how to combine them at
the destination. Therefore, assuming the BGP network as
an already held resource, we also have demonstrated the
feasibility of our approach.
For a future work, we intend to build a test bed to evaluate
both performance and security aspects of the approach
presented in this paper.
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